The Emotional Hot Dogs
TEAM:

goosechase.com/download G A M E C O D E : PEBKBV
The Emotional Hot Dogs AC C E S S C O D E : stagger-surfeit-ugandan-senator

The Sweaty Hurricanes
TEAM:

goosechase.com/download G A M E C O D E : PEBKBV
The Sweaty Hurricanes AC C E S S C O D E : vehicle-triumph-cheer-sigma

The Utopian Gnomes
TEAM:

goosechase.com/download G A M E C O D E : PEBKBV
The Utopian Gnomes AC C E S S C O D E : revenue-askew-assume-cistern

Scavenger
Hunt
goosechase.com/download
T E A M : The Emotional Hot Dogs

Some basic rules:
Be back at the church by 4:30pm. For
every 5 minutes you are late, your team
loses 5 points. Any photos posted after
4:30pm will not be accepted.

Every photo requires at least one team
member to be in the photo. No drive-by
photos taken from the car please.
Any photo that makes me laugh is
awarded a discretionary +2 bonus points.

PEBKBV
AC C E S S C O D E : stagger-surfeit-ugandan-senator
GA M E C O D E :

Take a photo with…
1 POINT

2 POINTS

3 POINTS

……a statue and at least two of
your team members making the
same pose the statue is.

……any animal that starts with the letter S.

……a depiction of dendrochronology.

……a sign that’s set a typeface you
can identify. (Put the name of the
typeface in the photo description.)

……a building built before 1919 (+1 bonus
point if you can get the cornerstone
with the “built date” in the photo.)

……your entire team (minus someone to take
the photo) on the top floor of a parking
garage, with the photo taken from the
top floor of a different parking garage.

……three cars of the same color parked
directly next to each other (+1
bonus point for each additional
car of the same color in the photo.
Maximum of 6 points on offer.)

……an arrow you can stand on (with
someone on the team standing on it).
……a delivery truck. (+1 bonus point if it
isn’t UPS, FedEx, DHL or Amazon.)
……the word Detroit in a sign. (+1 bonus point
if it isn’t a business name or advertising.)
……a license plate from a state that doesn’t
border MI. (+2 bonus points for the
team who gets the furthest state.)
……your entire team (minus one person to
take the photo) standing on a bridge.
……an example of bad graphic
design. (+1 point for the team
that finds the worst design.)
……your entire team’s reflection in
something other than a mirror.

……a dome.
……any product that costs more than $60
(Include the price tag in your photo.)
……any 3 objects in one photo that
share a first letter with the church’s
abbreviation FPC. (+1 bonus point for 4
objects and the abbreviation FPCD.)
……a clock tower. (+1 bonus point if it’s
exactly 3:47 PM on the clock.)
……a turret.

……a stranger wearing a pink shirt.
……one of the other teams (and still at least
one person on your team), but no one on
the other team is looking at the camera.
Strategy note: If you see another team trying to sneak one
of these, if you’re looking at their camera in their photo,
their photo is worth zero points!

……my mom.
……a “No Photos” or “No Cellphones” sign.
……any object that starts with a silent letter.

Take a video…
1 POINT

2 POINTS

3 POINTS

……of one of your team members going
down a slide (+1 bonus point if the slide
is clearly too small for them to be on.)

……of a team member recreating
this scene from Rocky, using
outdoor stairs: gdd.is/rocky

……of one of your team members signing
along to a song being played in public,
like over a store’s speaker system.

……of your entire team (minus one person to
film the video) running down a hill in slomo—but the video taken at normal speed.

……of a team member sinking
a basketball shot.

……of one of your team members and
a stranger both doing the floss. (+2
bonus points if you get 2 strangers.)

Scavenger
Hunt
goosechase.com/download
T E A M : The Sweaty Hurricanes

Some basic rules:
Be back at the church by 4:30pm. For
every 5 minutes you are late, your team
loses 5 points. Any photos posted after
4:30pm will not be accepted.

Every photo requires at least one team
member to be in the photo. No drive-by
photos taken from the car please.
Any photo that makes me laugh is
awarded a discretionary +2 bonus points.

PEBKBV
AC C E S S C O D E : vehicle-triumph-cheer-sigma
GA M E C O D E :

Take a photo with…
1 POINT

2 POINTS

3 POINTS

……a statue and at least two of
your team members making the
same pose the statue is.

……any animal that starts with the letter S.

……a depiction of dendrochronology.

……a sign that’s set a typeface you
can identify. (Put the name of the
typeface in the photo description.)

……a building built before 1919 (+1 bonus
point if you can get the cornerstone
with the “built date” in the photo.)

……your entire team (minus someone to take
the photo) on the top floor of a parking
garage, with the photo taken from the
top floor of a different parking garage.

……three cars of the same color parked
directly next to each other (+1
bonus point for each additional
car of the same color in the photo.
Maximum of 6 points on offer.)

……an arrow you can stand on (with
someone on the team standing on it).
……a delivery truck. (+1 bonus point if it
isn’t UPS, FedEx, DHL or Amazon.)
……the word Detroit in a sign. (+1 bonus point
if it isn’t a business name or advertising.)
……a license plate from a state that doesn’t
border MI. (+2 bonus points for the
team who gets the furthest state.)
……your entire team (minus one person to
take the photo) standing on a bridge.
……an example of bad graphic
design. (+1 point for the team
that finds the worst design.)
……your entire team’s reflection in
something other than a mirror.

……a dome.
……any product that costs more than $60
(Include the price tag in your photo.)
……any 3 objects in one photo that
share a first letter with the church’s
abbreviation FPC. (+1 bonus point for 4
objects and the abbreviation FPCD.)
……a clock tower. (+1 bonus point if it’s
exactly 3:47 PM on the clock.)
……a turret.

……a stranger wearing a pink shirt.
……one of the other teams (and still at least
one person on your team), but no one on
the other team is looking at the camera.
Strategy note: If you see another team trying to sneak one
of these, if you’re looking at their camera in their photo,
their photo is worth zero points!

……my mom.
……a “No Photos” or “No Cellphones” sign.
……any object that starts with a silent letter.

Take a video…
1 POINT

2 POINTS

3 POINTS

……of one of your team members going
down a slide (+1 bonus point if the slide
is clearly too small for them to be on.)

……of a team member recreating
this scene from Rocky, using
outdoor stairs: gdd.is/rocky

……of one of your team members signing
along to a song being played in public,
like over a store’s speaker system.

……of your entire team (minus one person to
film the video) running down a hill in slomo—but the video taken at normal speed.

……of a team member sinking
a basketball shot.

……of one of your team members and
a stranger both doing the floss. (+2
bonus points if you get 2 strangers.)

Scavenger
Hunt
goosechase.com/download
T E A M : The Utopian Gnomes

Some basic rules:
Be back at the church by 4:30pm. For
every 5 minutes you are late, your team
loses 5 points. Any photos posted after
4:30pm will not be accepted.

Every photo requires at least one team
member to be in the photo. No drive-by
photos taken from the car please.
Any photo that makes me laugh is
awarded a discretionary +2 bonus points.

PEBKBV
AC C E S S C O D E : revenue-askew-assume-cistern
GA M E C O D E :

Take a photo with…
1 POINT

2 POINTS

3 POINTS

……a statue and at least two of
your team members making the
same pose the statue is.

……any animal that starts with the letter S.

……a depiction of dendrochronology.

……a sign that’s set a typeface you
can identify. (Put the name of the
typeface in the photo description.)

……a building built before 1919 (+1 bonus
point if you can get the cornerstone
with the “built date” in the photo.)

……your entire team (minus someone to take
the photo) on the top floor of a parking
garage, with the photo taken from the
top floor of a different parking garage.

……three cars of the same color parked
directly next to each other (+1
bonus point for each additional
car of the same color in the photo.
Maximum of 6 points on offer.)

……an arrow you can stand on (with
someone on the team standing on it).
……a delivery truck. (+1 bonus point if it
isn’t UPS, FedEx, DHL or Amazon.)
……the word Detroit in a sign. (+1 bonus point
if it isn’t a business name or advertising.)
……a license plate from a state that doesn’t
border MI. (+2 bonus points for the
team who gets the furthest state.)
……your entire team (minus one person to
take the photo) standing on a bridge.
……an example of bad graphic
design. (+1 point for the team
that finds the worst design.)
……your entire team’s reflection in
something other than a mirror.

……a dome.
……any product that costs more than $60
(Include the price tag in your photo.)
……any 3 objects in one photo that
share a first letter with the church’s
abbreviation FPC. (+1 bonus point for 4
objects and the abbreviation FPCD.)
……a clock tower. (+1 bonus point if it’s
exactly 3:47 PM on the clock.)
……a turret.

……a stranger wearing a pink shirt.
……one of the other teams (and still at least
one person on your team), but no one on
the other team is looking at the camera.
Strategy note: If you see another team trying to sneak one
of these, if you’re looking at their camera in their photo,
their photo is worth zero points!

……my mom.
……a “No Photos” or “No Cellphones” sign.
……any object that starts with a silent letter.

Take a video…
1 POINT

2 POINTS

3 POINTS

……of one of your team members going
down a slide (+1 bonus point if the slide
is clearly too small for them to be on.)

……of a team member recreating
this scene from Rocky, using
outdoor stairs: gdd.is/rocky

……of one of your team members signing
along to a song being played in public,
like over a store’s speaker system.

……of your entire team (minus one person to
film the video) running down a hill in slomo—but the video taken at normal speed.

……of a team member sinking
a basketball shot.

……of one of your team members and
a stranger both doing the floss. (+2
bonus points if you get 2 strangers.)

